
Approach
Jackson develops Maxwell’s equations empirically starting from Coulomb’s law

and proceeding through the law of Biot and Savart, Faraday’s law, and Maxwell’s inclu-
sion of the displacement current. Almost all of you have been through this development
twice (in lower division and in upper division). Landau and Lifshitz start with the special
theory of relativity and then develop relativistic dynamics and Maxwell’s equations from
Hamilton’s principle. I plan to follow this latter approach. It provides a unified treat-
ment of mechanics and electrodynamics; it places the important physics up front where it
can be treated slowly and carefully; and it de-emphasizes the drudgery of mathematically
complex boundary value problems. Pedagogically this approach fits the order of our cur-
riculum now that we begin electrodynamics after a quarter of mechanics.

The main difficulty is that the Classical Theory of Fields (and the Landau and
Lifshitz series in general) is a little too elegant and dense and is not always easy to learn
from. I will try to compensate by proceeding slowly and carefully. This is a case where
an instructor may be useful. The homework problems in the Classical Theory of Fields
tend to be too hard and too few in number, so we will extract problems from Jackson’s
Classical Electrodynamics. We will also read relevant chapters in the two texts in paral-
lel. When we get to boundary value problems (for electrostatics and waveguides) we
will use Classical Electrodynamics as the primary text.

Outline

1. Special relativity
2. Relativistic mechanics from Hamilton’s principle
3. Dynamics of charges in a given electromagnetic field (use of vector potential in

mechanics problems, guiding center drift theory, and adiabatic invariants)
4. Transformation of the fields
5. The field equations from Hamilton’s principle
6. Conservation theorems and the stress tensor (examples where momentum in field

plays an important role)
7. Electrostatics and magnetostatics (solution of problems with symmetry, multipole

expansions, circuit elements)
8. Electromechanical systems
9. Maxwell equations for continuous media (polarization vector P and magnetization

vectorM, forces on magnetized and polarized material)
10. Logical exposition of unit systems (Gaussian and rationalized MKS)






































